Aquaconsult Anlagenbau GmbH
Company Introduction
Since 1986 AQUACONSULT is manufacturer of state of the art fine – bubble diffuser systems

Address:  Badener Straße 46
          2514 Traiskirchen
          AUSTRIA

- Manufacturing
- Engineering
- Sales and Marketing
- R&D
- Office, Administration
PRODUCTS: HISTORY OF AEROSTRIP DIFFUSERS

Plate diffusers (1986 – 1995)

AEROSTRIP® Type T (since 1995)

AEROSTRIP® Type Q (since 2005)
VISION - PHILOSOPHY

AEROSTRIP® - a globally known SYNONYM for HIGH QUALITY DIFFUSERS of HIGHEST EFFICIENCY and LONGEST SERVICE LIFE.

SALES NETWORK - strong engineering background and great EXPERTISE in the field of AERATION. Our common goal is to provide the most SUSTAINABLE AERATION system SOLUTIONS on the market.

RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT is an integral part of Aquaconsult to provide state of the art solutions to our customers.

HIGHEST QUALITY standards for MATERIAL and MANUFACTURING are applied.
PRODUCTS: AEROSTRIP DIFFUSERS + ACCESSOIRES

Type Q

longevity
efficiency

Type T

longevity
efficiency
Excellent properties of Material ... 100% Polyurethane

The material itself brings outstanding physical properties in terms DURABILITY and long lasting ELASTICITY.

AEROSTRIP
High Performance during entire Service Life.

POLYURETHANE membranes employ NO PLASTICIZERS for LONG SERVICE LIFE.
Innovative Perforation Technology that accommodates a Wide Air Flux Range and Reduced Backpressure (Membrane head loss).

- Tiny bubbles with a very Long Retention Time
- Uniformity in Backpressure and Bubble Pattern
- High Efficiency of Oxygen Transfer
- Reduced Energy Consumption
AEROSTRIP - Test Facility
EACH AEROSTRIP® HAS AN INDIVIDUAL ID NUMBER AND PASSED FINAL CHECK IN WATER BASIN.